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ABSTRACT

The growing scienti�c knowledge and rapid progress in medical imaging techniques has led to an increasing demand
for better and more e�cient methods of remote access to high�performance computer facilities� This paper introduces
a web�based telemedicine project that provides interactive tools for surgical simulation and planning� The presented
approach makes use of client�server architecture based on new internet technology where clients use an ordinary
web browser to view� send� receive and manipulate patients� medical records while the server uses the supercomputer
facility to generate online semi�automatic segmentation� ��D visualization� surgical simulation�planning and neuroen�
doscopic procedures navigation� The supercomputer 	SGI ONYX 
���� is located at the Computer Vision and Image
Processing 	CVIP� Lab� University of Louisville� Kentucky� This system is under development in cooperation with
the Department of Neurological Surgery� Alliant Health Systems� Louisville� Kentucky� The server is connected via a
network to the Picture Archiving and Communication System 	PACS� at Alliant Health Systems through a DICOM
standard interface that enables authorized clients to access patients� images from dierent medical modalities�

Keywords� Surgical Simulation� Surgical Planning� Telemedicine� WWW� Segmentation� ��D reconstruction� Visu�
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�� INTRODUCTION

Minimally Invasive Surgery 	MIS� is an evolutionary approach in neurosurgery that has been developed in the last
ten years� In MIS� operations are performed with instruments and viewing equipment inserted into the body through
small incisions created by the surgeon� in contrast to open surgery with large incisions� MIS techniques oer sur�
geons a new perspective in the way operative procedures are performed� It diers physically from standard surgery�
especially visually� tactilely and interactively� The human brain can adapt to this new surgery� but it appears that
skills training may be the most eective way to train neurosurgeons in these new techniques� MIS minimizes surgical
trauma and damage to healthy tissue� resulting in shorter patient recovery time and has also led to shorter hospital�
ization and lower costs� Unfortunately� there are disadvantages due to the reduced dexterity� workspace and sensory
input to the surgeon� Surgery input is only available through a single video image which comes through a long and
narrow endoscope�

The development of neurosurgery as a specialty has been marked by successive revolutions in visualization� The
�rst revolution came from the introduction of the operating microscope into the routine practice of neurosurgery�
The second resulted from the introduction of high�resolution diagnostic imaging modalities� in particular� CT and
MRI� The third revolution in neurosurgery may well be the integration of high resolution� information�rich imag�
ing modalities into the operating room� This process is underway in the �eld of image�guided neurosurgery� or
computer�assisted surgery� and surgical simulation and planning� As a challenging and potentially risky procedure�
endoscopic sinus surgery is a prime candidate for surgical simulation�planning� Research in computers� imaging and
miniaturization has made minimally invasive technology practical and is opening up avenues of research into novel
treatments of di�cult diseases����
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Figure �� The system architecture

One of the most important bene�ts of telemedicine lies in its ability to overcome physical barriers that prevent the
medical information exchange between health care experts and institutions� In this paper� we will present ongoing
work to improve existing and establish new web�based surgical simulation�planning that has an interactive display
that allows the surgeon to manipulate ��D models in space and permits her�him to look through� around and inside
the various structures� The user interface is integrated in a World Wide Web 	WWW� client and the computational
power provided by the supercomputer at the CVIP Lab� In this way� the surgeon can remotely explore the relative
relationships of normal structures and disease before ever touching the patient� This system is an added application
to the SWEAT project� Elsewhere�� we described the SWEAT system which stands for Standards applied in a
Web�based Egyptian Asynchronous Telemedicine�

�� SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Using state�of�the�art computing and sophisticated software� our group is committed to developing a user�friendly�
highly interactive� web�based surgical simulation�planning system that enhances a surgeon�s performance and pro�
vides them with the ability to plan� simulate and practice complex surgeries from any place connected to the internet�
The whole system was designed as an interactive solution for telesurgical simulation�planning as described in Fig� 
�
This system uses a store�and�forward procedure 	asynchronous communication� to electronically transport the com�
puterized patient record and images from the client to the server if the user would like to visualize a data set that
does not exist on the Picture Archiving and Communication system 	PACS��� If the user has access to certain data



sets on the PACS system� she�he can select one of them as shown in Fig� ��

The presented approach makes use of client�server architecture based on new internet technology where clients use
an ordinary web browser to view� send� receive and manipulate patients� medical records while the server uses the su�
percomputer facility to generate online semi�automatic segmentation� ��D visualization� surgical simulation�planning
and neuroendoscopic procedures navigation� This system uses Web technology to dynamically create HTML pages�
The system architecture shown in Fig� 
 consists of a web�server that runs on a supercomputer 	SGI ONYX 
����
and Java applet that runs on any platform which supports any web browser� Our system development is being
conducted on UNIX workstations while system testing and evaluation is done on a PC 	Pentium� running Win���
We are using Netscape Navigator ��� as our reference web browser� The server is connected to the PACS system
via an ethernet network� This will be upgraded to a fast ATM connection in the near future� The DICOM v���
software is installed to be able to handle any images from any medical imaging modalities that support the DICOM
v��� standard�� DICOM is the basic patient record format for information exchange by our system�

The central concept of surgical simulation�planning is the transformation of standard two�dimensional 	��D� im�
ages into a three�dimensional 	��D� model that can be used for pre�operative planning and navigation� The central
elements of surgical simulation�planning are� 
� image acquisition and post�processing� �� segmentation� �� regis�
tration� �� rendering and display and �� pre�operative surgical simulation�planning application� In the following
subsections� we will brie�y describe each element of our system�

���� Image acquisition and post�processing

The patient consents to undergo a radiological scan 	MRI� CT� right before surgery� The scan is done using a
high�resolution ��D sequence to acquire a contiguous volume of the patient�s head� The ��D slices are transferred via
a network from the scanner to the PACS system� The CVIP supercomputer is connected to this PACS system using
the well know DICOM medical imaging standard���� through an ethernet network� This connection is planed to be
a fast ATM link� The patient database includes patient name� ID number� sex� age� date� type of examination and
type of images� These data are extracted from the DICOM header in case the user has access to the PACS system
and selects a data set available on the PACS in DICOM format� In addition to that� our system gives the user the
capability of loading her�his own DICOM or non�DICOM data set� If the user loads a row image data set� she�he
has to manually enter all the necessary information� such as resolution� pixel size� spacing� byte order� etc�� in the
data entry form of our system�

SWEAT converts the DICOM images� such as CT and MR images� into GIF format� since it �ts well with HTML�
Therefore� it is relatively easy to download and load� keeps a good resolution and supports the necessary ��� gray
levels on a typical PC screen the clients will use��� Currently� access to patient records via WWW interface in
the server�client concept of our system is restricted via password� We are implementing some encryption and access
control techniques to ful�ll the security and privacy requirement of the medical environment�

The �rst step after having the acquired images is to apply a post�processing �lter on each ��D slice to reduce
noise 	i�e�� to improve Signal�To�Noise Ratio 	SNR�� without blurring �ne morphologic details���	�
 This �lter is
based on a simulation of anisotropic diusion of heat� originally reported by Perona and Malik��� but later applied
to MR images by Gerig and colleagues�

���� Segmentation

Following the �ltering� the selected data set undergoes a high resolution segmentation procedure to identify the main
distinct regions such as gray matter� white matter� cerebrospinal �uid 	CSF� and tumor� if any� By segmentation� we
refer to the process of labeling individual voxels in the volumetric scan by tissue type� We implemented some dierent
segmentation techniques from which the user can select and apply to get the required high�resolution segmentation
results�



Figure �� Front page for our web visualization and surgical simulation�planning tool kit� The user can browse and
select from dierent patient records that are currently available in the database�
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Figure �� Overview of the volume segmentation system developed at the CVIP Lab�

One of these segmentation techniques is a supervised segmentation of the MR�CT images to de�ne distinct tissue
classes��� An operator picks sample points for each of the tissue classes that were distinguishable based on signal
intensities� A classi�cator is computed� using a nonparametric statistical classi�cation algorithm� This allows the
translation of the gray�scale images into binary label maps� where each voxel was assigned a label such as gray
matter� white matter� cerebrospinal �uid� etc�

At the CVIP Lab� we developed a new system to segment and label CT�MRI brain slices using feature extraction
and unsupervised clustering���	�� Each volume element 	voxel� is assigned a feature pattern consisting of a scaled
family of dierential geometrical invariant features� The invariant feature pattern is then assigned to a speci�c
region using a novel two�stage neural network system 	SOPCA�SOFM�� The �rst stage is a self�organizing principal
components analysis 	SOPCA� that is used to project the feature vector onto its leading principal axes found by
using principal components analysis� This step provides an eective basis for feature extraction� The second stage
consists of a self�organizing feature map 	SOFM� which automatically clusters the input vector into dierent regions�
A ��D connected component labeling algorithm is then applied to ensure region connectivity� The system overview
is outlined in Fig� ��

We also developed a method for ��D segmentation using a new modi�ed Fuzzy C�Means 	FCM� algorithm� The
FCM algorithm is based on calculating a membership function for each cluster� then a membership value is obtained�
Based on the membership value� a fuzzy partition is obtained� In the modi�ed FCM algorithm� we tune the mem�
bership value by considering the eect of the neighboring voxels� The technique is inspired by the MRF 	Markov
Random Field� and helps to correct for noise as it works to cluster neighboring voxels into the same cluster� Using
the modi�ed FCM algorithm� we try to solve the partial volume eect at the boundaries� We do not consider those
voxels as an artifact� but we get the value by which a voxel participates in each cluster� In order to evaluate the
error percentage we built a model in which the partial volume pixels are known by value�

For further de�nition of anatomical ROI�s� it was necessary to use operator driven interactive editing based on
the results of the initial segmentation� For instance� there is no contrast mechanism available to separate the superior
frontal gyrus from the middle frontal gyrus� Both would be classi�ed as gray matter in the initial segmentation�
To edit the labelmaps 	i�e�� Region Of Interest 	ROI� de�nitions�� we implemented an interactive editing tool that



Figure �� Front page of our interactive segmentation editor

allows the user to review the original cross�sectional data with a colored overlay of the label maps� Figure � shows
the front page of our interactive segmentation editor� The program displays the data as cross�sectional slices parallel
to each of the three main axes� In the medical domain� these directions are called sagittal� axial and coronal�

���� Registration

The ever expanding gamut of medical imaging techniques provides the clinician an increasingly multifaceted view
of brain anatomy and function� The information provided by the various imaging modalities is often complemen�
tary 	i�e� provides separate but useful information� and synergistic 	i�e� the combination of information provides
useful extra information�� For example� X�Ray computed tomography 	CT� and magnetic resonances 	MR� imag�
ing exquisitely demonstrate brain anatomy but provide little functional information� Positron emission tomography
	PET� and single photon emission computed tomography 	SPECT� scans display aspects of brain function and allow
metabolic measurements but poorly delineate anatomy� Furthermore� CT and MR images describe complementary
morphologic features� In the past it has been common for physicians to interpret data from dierent modalities
recorded at dierent times� using a poorly described yet generally understood visual alignment system� This in eect
involves applying some spatial transformation between structures within an image in order to match the data� In the
last several years� there has been a large amount of eort spent developing more objective methods of aligning image
information� In order to relate the information in another image� it is necessary to establish a one�to�one mapping
between the points in each image� The mapping can be partial or complete� but it must include all points of diag�
nostic or surgical interest to be useful� The term registration is used to mean the determination of a transformation



from one space to another� When the transformation has been determined we say that images are registered�

Registration techniques make it possible to superimpose features from one imaging study over those of another
study� For example� skeletal structures and areas of contrast enhancement seen in CT images can be overlaid on MR
images which clearly depict soft�tissue anatomy� Likewise� functional lesions detected with PET can be viewed in
the context of brain anatomy images with MR� This process can also be applied to multiple data sets obtained with
the same modality at dierent times in order to bring the images into registration for the purpose of quantitative
comparison� which increases the precision of treatment monitoring with serial images�

Registration techniques have recently been extended to relate image space to physical space� Stereotactic surgery
and stereotactic radiosurgery require that an image or images be registered with the physical space occupied by the
patient during surgery� An emerging interactive� image�guided surgery technology uses image�to�physical space reg�
istration to re�ect the current surgical position on a display of the preoperative image set	s� of that patient� Several
multi�modal registration techniques are currently being implemented and tested to be included in our web application�

���� Rendering and display

For the ��D slice� our system provides basic image manipulation functions such as zooming� scaling� rotating� clip�
ping� �ltering and changing brightness and contrast� The user can easily change the position of each cross�sectional
slice� Figure � shows the main menu of our system that contains an active button that could be used to start the
�lm board function� When the user clicks on this button� the web server will display all the ��D slice which is usually
needed by radiologists and surgeons�

Our real time interactive semi�automated segmentation system produces a very high quality ��D segmented model
in a relatively short time in comparison with the manually segmented model� Our system is also simple to learn
and operate by a wide variety of non�specialized users with some medical background� We used surface rendering
techniques to display the segmented MRI structures� In order to generate surface models of su�cient quality from
the individual binary labels� it was necessary to develop a processing pipeline� First� each label was converted into a
binary data set� These data sets were converted into pseudo gray�scale data using a ��D gaussian smoothing��� Then
we generated surface models� using either the dividing cubes or the marching cubes algorithm��	�� to extract bound�
ing surfaces from the segmented MRI volume� This algorithm generates a set of connected triangles to represent the
��D surface for each segmented structure� The user de�nes number of isosurfaces to be rendered and selects a color
for each one� She�he can also enable�disable displaying any one of the cross�sectional slices parallel to each of the
three main axes 	sagittal� axial and coronal�� as shown in Fig� �� These isosurfaces are then displayed by selecting a
virtual viewing camera location and orientation in the MRI coordinate frame and using standard computer graphics
techniques to project the surface onto the viewing camera� as shown in Fig� �� This rendering process removes hidden
portions of the surface according to its location� We also adopted additional processing� since the models became
prohibitively large compared to the render capabilities of desktop graphics acceleration� The surface models were
reduced by over ��� using a triangle reduction algorithm��� To improve the appearance of the models� we used a
triangle smoothing algorithm���

The internet HTML language is a powerful tool for creating hypertext documents� however� it does not directly
support ��D content� As a result of this need for greater web�based ��D interactivity� we display our ��D volume
as a VRML model� VRML stands for Virtual Reality Modeling Language� Figure � shows two examples of VRML
model� The basic idea behind using VRML format is that the ��D content can be downloaded from the server and
then interacted with the client��
 There are many web browsers that support VRML� and VRML reader is now
available for free on the internet� Most VRML readers take advantage of client�side graphics hardware if available�
This helps address both the server�load problem and the interaction lag time�



Figure �� This page enables the user to view dierent slices from the selected CT�MRI volume� Dierent processing
utilities are available for �ltering� segmentation and ��D rendering�



Figure �� Front page for the ��D rendering procedure� The user can set dierent parameters that control the ��D
rendering process�

Figure 	� Dierent views from the resulting VRML model� Dierent surfaces and cross sections can be viewed and
manipulated�



���� Pre�operative Surgical Simulation�Planning

Tele�Surgical simulation and planning simply means interaction of the surgeon with the displayed information with
the ability to plan� simulate and practice complex surgeries from any place connected to the internet� The production
of accurate physical models from pre�operative CT or MRI scans will provide a means of better surgical planning���

The ��D model can be cut by the surgeon prior to surgery and the proper orientation and steps of the surgery can
be simulated on the computer to plan for a minimum risk surgical procedure� Physical limitations restricting the
surgeon within the real body can be overcome by displaying the virtual data and freely moving within its space���

Free navigation within the anatomic space can simulate surgical access routes and allows alternative viewing posi�
tions� The operator can learn the entirety of the operational volume within which procedures will be accomplished�

Our preliminary version also supports some utilities for endoscope simulation� The operator can select a certain
point on the ��D model to insert the endoscope� A target can also be selected Then an endoscope will be displayed
between these two points� The operator can adjust the endoscope position to select the best endoscope path inside
the patient�s brain before surgery� In addition to that� the operator can see a �lm board which shows all slices with
the intersection of the endoscope for each slice� This version also provides a distance measurement capability between
any selected two points�

�� CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Advances in telecommunication and computer technology over the last three decades have allowed for the develop�
ment of telemedicine tools and web�based applications to deliver health care� In this context� we are developing a
web�based system which combines user�friendly� highly interactive software and ��D visualization to provide surgeons
with the ability to plan� simulate and practice complex surgeries from any place connected to the internet� This
system is an ongoing project at the CVIP Lab� University of Louisville� Kentucky� in cooperation with the Depart�
ment of Neurological Surgery� Alliant Health Systems� Louisville� Kentucky� The authors plan to make this system
available free for many medical institutions to prove its value in daily use and to collect a large number of suggestions
from clients that will allow signi�cant improvement of the system�

The accuracy and speed of our system are both direct functions of the resolution of the pre�operative ��D model
building and the surgical simulation and planning utility� Since both issues are of utmost importance for our system�
several points will be considered to ensure the robustness of the system� The main issue that will enhance the
performance is related to the computational speed� The segmentation and registration methods developed by our
group are considered fast relative to the other methods� but in our assessment� signi�cant work will be added to
take those techniques one step higher to the level of near real time processing for the web�based usage� Also� the
parallel implementation of all routines used in segmentation� registration� ��D model visualization and the surgical
simulation and planning tools will to be investigated� With the supercomputing facilities in the CVIP Lab and the
planned high�speed electronic link between Alliant Health Center and the CVIP Lab� the image�guidance system can
be designed to work virtually in real time�
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